Messe Frankfurt offers a digital Central Traffic Management system for this purpose. The system optimises access to the exhibition grounds during the set-up and dismantling phases of events.

**Things you should know**
Registration for entry takes place in two steps:
1. Vehicle registration in advance online or on site
2. Check-in at one of the registration areas

**How to register your vehicle**
There are two ways in which your vehicles can be registered:
- In advance using our [online portal](#)
- On site – at one of the registration areas

Please make sure that you always have the following information ready:
- Plate number of the vehicle that is to enter the exhibition grounds
- Driver’s name
- Driver’s mobile phone number
- Freight forwarder’s name / Supplier’s company name
- Hall + stand number (e.g. 3.1 A26)
- Logistics services have been ordered: Yes / No

If you require additional logistics services, you can also order these in advance online – it’s easy: [www.logistics.messefrankfurt.com](#)

**Check-in**
When approaching the exhibition grounds, please follow the signs to “Check-In”. These will direct you to the current registration area.

Once there, you will be given a vehicle admission pass specifying the gate through which you are to enter the exhibition grounds. You may only enter the exhibition grounds through the gate assigned to you at the Check-In. The vehicle admission pass is only valid for this gate.

**Do you have any questions or require more information?**
If so, please visit our website: [www.traffic.messefrankfurt.com](#)
We will also be happy to assist you personally. You can reach us by:
Phone +49 69 75 75-66 00
Email traffic@messefrankfurt.com

**Driving onto the Exhibition Grounds During Set-up and Dismantling**

Please note: every vehicle that wishes to enter the exhibition grounds during set-up and dismantling must first register and report to the Check-In. It is only after this has taken place that vehicles can drive onto the exhibition grounds.